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Intergroup contact and the mediating role of intergroup trust on outgroup evaluation and future contact intentions in Cyprus and Northern Ireland

It is well supported that intergroup contact reduces prejudice and that positive contact can increase trust and improve attitudes between groups in conflict. In segregated societies, however, contact is often difficult or undesirable when political parties or institutions obstruct intergroup contact. Therefore, when contact does occur it is vital that it is of positive quality that could potentially lead to increased intentions for further contact, as a way of facilitating sustained contact, desegregation and promoting peace. With this in mind, the present paper examines intergroup contact, intergroup trust and future contact intentions in two conflict settings; Cyprus and Northern Ireland. Separate models are also tested for Protestants and Catholics in Northern Ireland (n = 268) and for Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots in Cyprus (n = 408). Participants took part in an online survey which asked them to report on their contact experiences, intergroup trust, outgroup evaluation and future contact intentions. As expected, participants from Northern Ireland experienced more and better quality contact compared to participants from Cyprus. For Protestants, Catholics and Greek Cypriots, results show that quality of contact, above quantity of contact, predicts future contact intentions and improved attitudes through the mediation of intergroup trust. For Turkish Cypriots, contact quality additionally directly predicted outgroup evaluation without necessarily increasing trust. We argue that positive contact is an important route for promoting desegregation in societies with high residential segregation but that it is vital to understand contextual and group status when understanding these relationships.
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Intergroup contact and the mediating role of intergroup trust on outgroup evaluation and future contact intentions in Cyprus and Northern Ireland.

Peace is not merely the absence of war and as such, the end of conflict and structural reform is not the only concern when promoting peace. In this paper, we explore the role of intergroup contact as a peacemaking tool in two contexts of high residential segregation; amongst Protestants and Catholics in Northern Ireland, and Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots in Cyprus. Although both societies are experiencing lower levels of conflict (than in previous decades), segregation and negative group attitudes remain embedded in everyday life. We focus our research on the theoretical underpinnings of the contact hypothesis (Allport, 1954). This is because in conflict societies where identities are complex and competing, intergroup contact can be used to not only prevent individuals from engaging in future violence (Christie, 2006) but also in helping building trust which is a crucial element in both reaching or making viable a peace settlement that entails power sharing between communities. Based on the premise of the contact hypothesis, we examine the effects of intergroup contact (quality and quantity), both within and between the two contexts, on intergroup trust, outgroup evaluations and future contact contact intentions. To our knowledge, our research advances the literature on intergroup trust and intergroup relations in Northern Ireland and Cyprus by uniquely combining three key aspects: (1) examining both affect and behavioural intentions, (2) by testing these relations amongst real conflict groups, and in two settings and (3) by parsing out the effects of quality and quantity of contact in relation to intergroup trust. As in previous research which has demonstrated the importance of contact quality over quantity (e.g., Binder et al., 2009; Plant & Devine, 2003), we argue that positive quality contact is particularly important in furthering desegregation as it directly relates to the building of intergroup trust which is often an important element of the intention to sustain social interactions with outgroup members.
Intergroup Contact in Conflict Settings

Intergroup conflict can result in high levels of segregation and negative group attitudes, with such segregation leaving little opportunity for groups to come together naturally in their everyday living (e.g., going to work, study in the university or daily shopping). Consequently, many societies adopt programs and policies to encourage intergroup contact; with the hope of improving intergroup relations and preventing the continuation, or re-emergence of intergroup conflict. The underlying mechanism of these interventions is often the contact hypothesis, which in its simplest form states that bringing conflicted groups together can help to reduce intergroup prejudice, and in turn foster positive community relations (Allport, 1954). This is suggested to be most effective when it occurs under certain facilitating conditions of equal status, common goals, social or institutional support and co-operation (Allport, 1954; Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006).

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the contact hypothesis has been hailed as one of the most successful theories in social psychology (Dovidio, Gaertner & Kawakami, 2003). Support for this comes from a meta-analysis of 515 contact studies, where the overwhelming majority illustrated a negative relationship between contact and prejudice (Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006). Moving beyond mere prejudice reduction, positive intergroup contact has been also found to reduce levels of intergroup anxiety (Barlow, Louis & Hewstone, 2009; Stephan & Stephan, 1985), increase forgiveness (Hewstone, Cairns, Voci, Hamberger & Niens, 2006; Tam et al., 2007) and be associated with higher levels of trust (Hargie, Dickson, Mallet & Stringer, 2008; Tam, Hewstone, Kenworthy & Cairns, 2009). These findings, as well as other findings specifically relating to the importance of intergroup contact in conflict and post-conflict settings (Hewstone et al., 2014) demonstrate the importance of contact for reconciliation, peace, and conflict transformation because any movement towards peace requires individuals to intergroup trust one another and be willing to engage in contact in order to work together.
Having opportunity for contact is important, particularly for segregated settings in which contact may be infrequent or where separate educational systems and mass media create negative stereotypes of the other and one sided historical narratives of victimisation (Psaltis, 2016). It is through opportunity and increased frequency of contact that individuals are more likely to engage in a meaningful encounter with the outgroup. Mere exposure and physical co-presence may go someway to facilitate this. In line with previous research (Binder et al., 2009; Plant & Devine, 2003) we suggest that ensuring that contact is of positive quality is more important than contact frequency primarily because quality contact encourages individuals to make friends with those ‘from the other side’. This is important because cooperative contact, for example in educational programmes, interventions or seminars, provides optimal conditions for contact but only for a limited amount of time. Under ideal conditions, such good quality contact would be combined with opportunities for such contact in desegregated educational settings. This is the case in research on cooperative learning amongst different racial and ethnic groups. For example, Slavin (1979) examined biracial learning and cross-race friendships in desegregated schools and found that those working in biracial teams compared to those in the control group developed more cross-group friendships. Weigel, Wiser and Cook (1975) in their examination of interethnic relations found that participants working in interethnic groups were more likely to help, have respect for and like other ethnic groups as well as have more interethnic friendships. Similar findings from cooperative education have been found in Northern Ireland. Hayes and McAllister (2009) demonstrated that adults, who as children had attended religiously integrated schools, were significantly more likely than those who didn’t to have more intergroup contact through friendship and residency. Those attending integrated schools were also more likely to be optimistic when considering future relations. Further, McKeown, Cairns, Stringer and Rae (2012) in their analysis of a cross-community contact scheme, found that participants who
took part claimed to have more outgroup friends. They also claimed to feel more comfortable and confident when spending time with outgroup members.

Together, these research findings support the idea that it is positive contact, rather than contact alone, that can lead to attitude change and promote co-operation and friendship formation. We argue that this is particularly important in conflict settings because it is through good quality contact and friendships that intergroup trust is made possible and this is essential in the pursuit of social equality and political reform/stability.

**Intergroup trust, peace and intergroup contact**

Intergroup trust can be defined as “a social bond that is characterised by feelings of security and confidence in others’ good will” (Tropp, 2008, p.91). Therefore, trust reflects the positive intentions of others and suggests absence of threat (Tropp, 2008). As a result, Nadler and Liviatan (2006) argue that trust is one of the most important factors in conflict resolution. Indeed, intergroup trust has been shown to have important consequences for improving group relations on both sides of the divide (Kramer & Carnevale, 2001). It is associated with an increased likelihood to forgive outgroup members for past wrongdoing (Cehajic, Brown, & Castano, 2008). In addition, it has been found that in negotiations, increased trust can improve information exchange and facilitate co-operation between groups (Tam et al., 2009). This can play a central role in the formation of identity positions in situations of intergroup conflict. It is also of vital importance for societies trying to reach a political compromise and then also making it a viable one (Psaltis, 2012).

We suggest that intergroup trust is a more important indicator of behavioural tendencies towards outgroup members than outgroup evaluation. This is because without trust, any movement to reconciliation is likely to fail. Therefore, increasing trust amongst groups is of huge importance to improving intergroup relations in divided societies. One way to do this, is
by encouraging intergroup contact, and more importantly good quality contact, which can help to promote trust and in turn improve intergroup relations (Tam et al., 2009). Whilst intergroup trust has positive effects for reconciliation, building trust is difficult. Hewstone et al. (2008) argue that this is because unlike improving attitudes towards another group, trust requires individuals to take risks. This means that intergroup contact must be of a positive nature in order to produce the best outcomes.

One of the key conditions of intergroup contact is the pursuit of common goals, which facilitates the formation of co-operation and trust between groups. Brewer (1999) argues that co-operation between groups acts as a trust dilemma, because it requires that the groups will trust one another not to engage in tactics of exploitation. Contact therefore, provides some important seeds to help build trust between groups in conflict. It is important to acknowledge that trust must be earned and that a certain level of suspicion can be expected. Intergroup contact and encouraging friendship formation is one way to facilitate this process.

Research suggests that contact is a predictor of increased intergroup trust and that intergroup trust mediates the relationship between contact and outgroup evaluation, in addition to behavioural intentions (Tam et al., 2009; Vezzali, Capozza, Stathi & Giovannini, 2012). Support for this comes from Vezzali et al. (2012) who tested the effects of imagined contact on intergroup trust and willingness to engage in future contact and infrahumanization and found that intergroup trust mediated the relationship between contact and infrahumanization and intention to engage in future contact. Whilst we agree that it is vital to go beyond affective responses and to also consider behavioural intentions (as we do here) we suggest that this relationship is particularly worth exploring amongst real groups in the context of geographically segregated societies, beyond the laboratory. This is because if contact can increase intergroup trust, it may be an important milestone achieved by members of segregated communities; further enhancing intentions to interact with outgroup members,
increasing support for the establishment of integrated institutions (e.g., education) and further dismantling the infrastructures of segregation. This is of special importance to divided societies where separation of various forms (education, economy, language, religion) is supported institutionally but where reunification and power sharing is at stake. To our knowledge, there is little research examining these effects.

Whilst research in the Northern Ireland context has previously examined contact, intergroup trust and positive behavioural tendencies (Tam et al. 2009), this research did not parse out what type of contact is most effective as they focused on a multiplicative index of contact quantity by contact quality. This is an important limitation because as we argued earlier, there is no guarantee that frequent contact will necessarily be of good quality. Similarly, on the other hand planned educational programmes can attain maximum quality but might be infrequent. This is exactly the situation in Cyprus, where the opening of checkpoints in 2003 offered increased opportunities for casual and more superficial contact between the two communities, but it also meant that a lot of international funding that would otherwise be channelled in contact schemes was redirected to other projects assuming (probably erroneously) that opportunities for contact with checkpoints now opened would automatically translate into good quality contact.

We therefore argue that our research adds value to understanding contact as a way to promote intergroup relations by testing real contact experiences amongst groups in conflict in two segregated contexts (Northern Ireland and Cyprus), by including both affective and behavioural measures and by understanding how both the quality and quantity of intergroup contact influences these relationships. We believe that our research is particularly relevant in conflict contexts where group dynamics are ever salient and the relationship between contact and intergroup trust can differ depending on group identification. For example, in Cyprus whereby the Greek Cypriot community crossing over to the Turkish Cypriot community has
been stigmatized by some political parties as morally wrong and as giving indirect recognition to the internationally non-recognised state in the north of Cyprus (Smeekes, McKeown, & Psaltis, in press). This resulted in about one in three Greek Cypriots never having crossed to the other community, thus reducing substantially their opportunities for intergroup contact. We argue that future contact intentions is important in understanding the real life impact of contact on intergroup trust in a context of residential segregation.

Two “Troubles” in context and residential segregation

Before moving on, it is important to consider the historical and contextual issues arising in the two case studies presented in this paper. A brief outline of relations in each is considered.

Northern Ireland

The conflict in Northern Ireland (colloquially known as the “Troubles”) is arguably an ethno-religious conflict underpinned by historical, religious, political, economic and psychological elements and arose from a struggle between those who wish to see Northern Ireland remain part of the United Kingdom (Protestants/Unionists/Loyalists) and those who wish to see the reunification of the island of Ireland (Catholics/Nationalists/Republicans). During the 30 years of the troubles, it is estimated that 3,600 hundred people were killed, and a further 30,000+ injured (Fitzduff & O’Hagan, 2009). Data from the 2011 census shows that Northern Ireland is now a society made up of minorities in which 45 per cent of the resident population self-identify as Catholic and 48 per cent self-identify as Protestant. Whilst Catholics are traditionally viewed as the disadvantaged (and sometimes minority) group, who constitutes a majority or minority in Northern Ireland is often contested. Some argue that both Catholics and Protestants are a majority (Protestants in Northern Ireland and Catholics on the island of Ireland) whilst others argue that both groups represent a minority (Catholics in Northern Ireland and Protestants on the island of Ireland), (e.g., Trew & Benson, 1996).
Although political leaders have signed promising agreements, the war has ended but the conflict is not over (MacGinty, Muldoon & Ferguson, 2007) and Northern Ireland remains a highly segregated society. Evidence for this can be found in the number of children attending religiously segregated schools (approximately 94%, Nolan, 2013) as well as the number of segregated housing areas (35–40 per cent, Hughes, Campbell, Hewstone & Cairns, 2007). This segregation is problematic because research has shown that living in mixed areas (compared to segregated) is associated with lower levels of intergroup bias and reduced likelihood to engage in offensive behaviours (Schmid, Tausch, Hewstone, Hughes & Cairns, 2008).

Whilst negative attitudes are still dominant in society, research also shows that increasing the amount of contact between Protestants and Catholics can have positive effects. Support for this idea, even in a deeply divided society like Northern Ireland, comes from earlier anthropological studies (Harris, 1972; Leyton, 1975) and more recent social-psychological studies (Hewstone et al., 2005). Contact has also been central to policy initiatives aimed at improving community relations in Northern Ireland (Cairns & Hewstone, 2002; Hughes, 1999; Hughes & Carmichael, 1998).

**Cyprus**

The conflict in Cyprus goes back to the 1950s when Cyprus was still part of the British Empire. Greek Cypriots (82% of the population) began to seek a union with Greece, which was opposed by the Turkish Cypriot minority (18 %) who embarked on a struggle for partition of Cyprus between Greece and Turkey. In 1960 Cyprus, gained its independence and a consociational partnership between Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots was established as the Republic of Cyprus, a unitary state that joined the UN. The divergent national aspirations of the two communities and conflict over power sharing at the elite level led to “the troubles”
of 1963-1964 in the form of violent inter-communal clashes and increased segregation as a reduction of cohabitation in more than 100 mixed villages (Lytras & Psaltis, 2011). A coup in 1974, aimed at the union of Cyprus with Greece, engineered by the Greek military junta and executed by extremist Greek Cypriot nationalists and a Greek military contingent in Cyprus, prompted a military intervention by Turkey that led to fatalities, mass executions and major displacements of the population and the division of the island into two ethnically homogeneous areas. This eventually resulted in the establishment of a breakaway state by the Turkish Cypriot leadership in the north, which is recognized only by Turkey (see Kitromilides, 1977; Papadakis, 2005).

The travel restrictions between the north and south were lifted in 2003 and about 70% of the population from both communities have visited the other side at least once (Psaltis, 2016). A number of studies, in both communities and with various age groups, exploring direct and extended contact effects in Cyprus clearly shows that contact reduces prejudice and promotes intergroup trust (Psaltis, 2012; Psaltis, 2016; Tausch et al, 2010) but nevertheless the quantity of contact in Cyprus is rather low due to high levels of geographical separation. For these reasons, other researchers have explored more indirect forms of contact as a means to promote relations between members of the two communities (e.g., imagined contact; Husnu & Crisp, 2010). Given this complexity of both internal and external dynamics, who is majority and minority in the case of the Cyprus issue is often also contested in the two communities. Both the 1960 constitution of the Republic of Cyprus and the constitutional arrangements discussed under the UN auspices today for an establishment of a Federation refer to the Turkish Cypriot community as a co-constitutive and politically equal community and not a minority. Our use of the term minority and majority in this paper is thus premised only on the numerical inequality between the two communities.
A particularly relevant feature in highly segregated societies is that cross-community contact could itself become politicised. For example, in Cyprus a number of mostly Greek Cypriot small political parties oppose crossing to the other side, moralising such an act as offering support to the internationally non-recognised state in the north (Demetriou, 2007). For this reason, about one third of Greek Cypriots today have never crossed to the north and a large percentage has crossed just once or twice, visiting occupied properties by the Turkish army or churches and monasteries but then never crossing again. This is directly relevant to the focus of the current study as it underlines the importance of these rather rare opportunities for contact to be of good quality, thus leading to an increased will for future contact as an important outcome for dismantling segregation.

**The Present Study**

Based on previous research which has examined the importance of intergroup quality over quantity and that which demonstrates the relationship between contact, intergroup trust, outgroup evaluation and future contact intentions, we hypothesised that intergroup contact quality, more than quantity, would be associated with increased intergroup trust and more positive attitudes and increased future contact intentions. Given the asymmetric pattern of stigmatisation of contact in the two communities in Cyprus and the numerical inequality between the two communities we further expected differences in both the quantity and quality of contact between the two communities in Cyprus. We did not predict that these differences would be observed in Northern Ireland due to the lower levels of segregation and the fact that a political settlement has been in place for some years now.
Method

Sample

Participants were recruited using word of mouth, leaflets and advertising through social media during the Spring/Summer time in 2013. In Northern Ireland, the sample comprised 268 participants (83 males, 185 females) with a mean age of 35.92 (SD = 11.59) of which 143 self-identified as Protestant and 125 self-identified as Catholic. In Cyprus, the sample comprised 408 participants (139 males, 264 females and 5 who did not state any sex) with a mean age of 26.85 (SD = 10.46), of which 271 self-identified as Greek Cypriot and 137 self-identified as Turkish Cypriot.

Measures

The same measures were used in each context, Northern Ireland and Cyprus. In Cyprus, the questionnaires were translated and back-translated from English to both Greek and Turkish. The measures were presented in the order detailed below. Scale reliabilities are presented separately for each group.

Quantity and quality of contact. Quantity of contact was measured using three items adapted from Voci and Hewstone (2003). Participants were asked to rate on a 5 point Likert scale (not at all to very often) how much contact they have with those from the other community: at work school or college, in the neighbourhood where they live, over all social situations. A high score indicated high levels of intergroup contact. The scale was found to be reliable for all groups (α = .62 Greek Cypriots, α = .70 Turkish Cypriots, α = .64 Protestants, α = .75 Catholics).

Also adapted from Voci and Hewstone (2003), quality of intergroup contact was measured with four items using a 5 point Likert scale (not at all to very much). Participants were asked
to rate how they find the contact when they meet outgroup members. This included: pleasant, in cooperative spirit, positive, and based on mutual respect. A high score indicated better quality contact (α = .94 Greek Cypriots, α = .89 Turkish Cypriots, α = .93 Protestants, α = .93 Catholics).

**Outgroup evaluation.** Using the general evaluation scale by Wright, Aron, McLaughlin-Volpe and Ropp (1997), participants were asked to rate their feelings about the other community. They were given six pairs of opposing adjectives (warm-cold, negative-positive, friendly-hostile, suspicious-trusting, respect-contempt, admiration-disgust), and asked to rate from 1 to 7 their views of the other group (α = .95 Greek Cypriots, α = .92 Turkish Cypriots, α = .94 Protestants, α = .92 Catholics). In each pair presented above, 1 represents the first adjective and 7 represents the second adjective.

**Future Contact Intentions.** This was measured using a three item 5 point Likert scale (strongly disagree to strongly agree). Participants were asked to rate the extent to which they agreed with the following statements: “I would like to know more about the other community”, “In general I would like to have more contact with the other community”, “I would like to have more friends from the other community”. A high score indicated increased future contact intentions (α = .93 Greek Cypriots, α = .91 Turkish Cypriots, α = .94 Protestants, α = .89 Catholics). In Northern Ireland, participants were instructed that ‘other community’ refers to the community with which they do not identify in their given context (e.g., Protestant or Catholic). In Cyprus, given that there was a Greek and Turkish language version. In the place of “the other community” Greek Cypriots would read “Turkish Cypriots” and Turkish Cypriots would read “Greek Cypriots”.

**Intergroup Trust.** Adapted from Tam et al. (2009), intergroup trust was measured using a four item 5 point Likert scale (strongly disagree to strongly agree). Participants were asked to rate the extent to which they agreed with the following statements: “I just do not trust the
other community (reverse coded)”, “I trust the other community when they say they love (Cyprus/ Northern Ireland)”, “I trust ordinary people of the other community when they say they want peace”, “I trust politicians representing the other community when they say they want peace”. A high score indicated increased trust ($\alpha = .77$ Greek Cypriots, $\alpha = .63$ Turkish Cypriots, $\alpha = .67$ Protestants, $\alpha = .59$ Catholics).

**Procedure**

Following ethical approval, the survey was set up using online software host SurveyMonkey. The study was advertised online, through email and social networking as well as through door to door leaflets. Participants were provided with an information sheet which at the end informed them that by clicking continue, they were consenting to take part in the study. Following completion of the questions, participants were provided with a debrief form outlining how to withdraw or follow-up the study results.

**Results**

Data collected from both contexts were combined into one data set for analysis. We conducted analysis separately for each group, given the complex nature of interactions in both locations and the additional influencing effects of group status. It was hypothesised that contact quality, more than quantity, would be associated with increased intergroup trust although it was expected that both quantity and quality of contact would predict outgroup evaluation and future contact intentions. In addition, it was predicted that the contact quality to future contact relationship and the contact quality to outgroup evaluation relationship would be mediated by intergroup trust but not the quantity of contact to future contact and the quantity of contact to outgroup evaluation relationship. To test these hypotheses, a series of correlations were examined followed by a path analysis to test direct and indirect effects of
quality and quantity of contact on both outcomes (future contact intentions and outgroup evaluation).

**Preliminary Data Analyses**

Correlations between quantity of contact, quality of contact, intergroup trust, future contact intention and outgroup evaluations were examined separately for the two groups within each of the two locations, Northern Ireland (Protestants and Catholics) and Cyprus (Turkish Cypriots and Greek Cypriots) (See Table 1). For all groups, contact quality was significantly positively correlated with intergroup trust, future contact intentions and outgroup evaluation. Intergroup trust, future contact intentions and outgroup evaluation were also significantly positively correlated for all groups.

It was also evident from the large differences between the means of quantity of contact in Northern Ireland and Cyprus that Cyprus offered much less opportunity for contact compared to Northern Ireland, which was expected given the geographical separation between north and south in Cyprus. In particular, for Northern Ireland the mean for quantity \((M = 3.66, \ SD = 0.87)\) was significantly higher to the midpoint of the scale representing “sometimes” \(t (142) = 9.10, \ p < 0.001\) closer to 4 representing “often”. The same was true for Catholics \((M = 3.93, \ SD = 0.96)\), \(t (124) = 10.75, \ p < 0.001\). On the contrary, in Cyprus both in the Greek Cypriot \((M = 1.74, \ SD = 0.70)\) and Turkish Cypriot \((M = 1.98, \ SD = 0.85)\) community the mean of contact was significantly lower than the midpoint of the scale closer to the value 2 that represented “rarely”.

**INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE**

**Structural Equation Modeling**

Using AMOS 20.0 (Arbuckle, 2006), we tested a Structural Equation Model (SEM) with latent variables (MacCallum & Austin, 2000) separately for each group. We first tested a
structural model, separately for each group within each location, which proposed that any effect of quality, more than quantity of contact on positive outgroup evaluation and intention to have future contact with outgroupers would be fully mediated by intergroup trust. To assess overall model fit, we used the chi-square test, the comparative fit index (CFI), the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), and the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR). A satisfactory fit is generally indicated by a $\chi^2$/df ratio ≤ 3, a CFI > .95, an RMSEA ≤ .08, and an SRMR ≤ .08 (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Voci & Hewstone, 2003).

**Northern Ireland**

The model fit for Protestants was good, ($\chi^2 (163) = 253.85$, $p < 0.001$; $\chi^2$/df = 1.55, CFI = .96; RMSEA = .06 and SRMR = .05). As predicted, Protestants who had higher levels of intergroup contact ($\beta = 0.16$, $p < .05$) and especially that of better quality ($\beta = 0.82$, $p < .001$) were more likely to trust Catholics more. Moreover, Protestants who trusted Catholics more were more likely to evaluate Catholics more positively ($\beta = 0.89$, $p < .001$) and were more intent on engaging in future contact with Catholics ($\beta = 0.56$, $p < .001$). The standardized indirect effect of quality of contact on outgroup evaluation through intergroup trust was significant ($\beta = .73$, $p = .01$, Lower BC = .59, Upper BC = .98) as was the indirect effect of quantity of contact on outgroup evaluation through intergroup trust ($\beta = .14$, $p = .04$, Lower BC = .02, Upper BC = .88). The standardized indirect effects of quality of contact on future contact through intergroup trust was also significant ($\beta = .46$, $p = .01$, Lower BC = .19, Upper BC = .48) as was the indirect effect of quantity of contact on future contact intentions through intergroup trust ($\beta = .09$, $p = .04$, Lower BC = .01, Upper BC = .36). The model explained 80% of the variance in outgroup evaluation and 32% of the variance in future contact intentions. There was a significant correlation between contact quality and contact quantity ($r = .53$, $p < .001$) whilst
the correlation between outgroup evaluation and future contact intentions was not significant ($r = -.05$, ns).

The model fit for Catholics was also good, ($\chi^2 (163) = 201.01, p < 0.05$; $\chi^2 /df = 1.23$, CFI = .97; RMSEA = .04 and SRMR = .06). Catholics who had better quality intergroup contact ($\beta$ = .72, $p < .0001$) were more likely to trust Protestants more, however this time quantity of contact was unrelated to intergroup trust ($\beta = .15, p = .12$). Moreover, Catholics who trusted Protestants more were more likely to evaluate Protestants more positively ($\beta = .82, p < .001$) and were more ready to engage in future contact with Protestants ($\beta = .54, p < .001$). The standardized indirect effect of quality of contact on outgroup evaluation through intergroup trust was significant ($\beta = .58, p = .01$, Lower BC = .43, Upper BC = .73) whilst the indirect effect of quantity of contact on outgroup evaluation through intergroup trust was non-significant ($\beta = .12, p = .19$, Lower BC = -.06, Upper BC = .33). The standardized indirect effects of quality of contact on future contact intentions through trust was also significant ($\beta = .39, p = .01$, Lower BC = .22, Upper BC = .56) whilst the indirect effect of quantity of contact on future contact intentions through intergroup trust was non-significant ($\beta = .08, p = .19$, Lower BC = -.04, Upper BC = .20). The model explained 67% of the variance in outgroup evaluation and 29% of the variance in future contact tendencies. The correlation between the contact quality and contact quantity was significant ($r = .46, p < 0.001$) whilst the correlation between outgroup evaluation and future contact intention was not significant ($r = -.02$, ns).

Cyprus

The model fit for Greek Cypriots was good, ($\chi^2 (163) = 384.25, p < 0.001$; $\chi^2 /df = 2.36$, CFI = .96; RMSEA = .07 and SRMR = .05). Greek Cypriots who had better quality contact ($\beta$ = .84, $p < .0001$) were more likely to trust Turkish Cypriots more. As in the case of Catholics, quantity of contact was unrelated to trust ($\beta = .05$, ns). Moreover, Greek Cypriots who trusted Turkish Cypriots more were more likely to evaluate Turkish Cypriots more positively ($\beta = 0.95$
and were more ready to engage in contact in the future with Turkish Cypriots ($\beta = 0.91, p < .001$). The standardized indirect effect of quality of contact on outgroup evaluation through intergroup trust was significant ($\beta = .80, p = .01$, Lower BC = .69, Upper BC = .87) whilst the indirect effect of quantity of contact on outgroup evaluation through intergroup trust was not significant ($\beta = .04, p = .42$, Lower BC = -.04, Upper BC = .17). The standardized indirect effects of quality of contact on future contact intentions through intergroup trust was also significant ($\beta = .77, p = .01$, Lower BC = .65, Upper BC = .87) whilst the indirect effect of quantity of contact on future contact intentions through intergroup trust was non-significant ($\beta = .04, p = .42$, Lower BC = -.04, Upper BC = .16). The model explained 90% of the variance in outgroup evaluation and 83% of the variance in future contact intentions. The correlation between contact quality and contact quantity was significant ($r = .56, p < 0.001$) whilst the correlation between outgroup evaluation and future contact intentions was not significant ($r = -.24, \text{ns}$).

The model fit for Turkish Cypriots showed acceptable fit indices and fit indices that marginally failed the conventional thresholds, ($\chi^2 (163) = 333.28, p < .001; \chi^2 /df = 2.04, \text{CFI} = .90; \text{RMSEA} = .088 \text{ and SRMR} = .076$). Turkish Cypriots who had better quality contact ($\beta = .83, p < 0.0001$) were more likely to trust Greek Cypriots. As in the case of Catholics and Greek Cypriots, quantity of contact was unrelated to intergroup trust ($\beta = .04, \text{ns}$). Moreover, Turkish Cypriots who trusted Greek Cypriots more were more likely to evaluate Greek Cypriots more positively ($\beta = 0.87, p < .001$) and be more ready to engage in contact in the future with Greek Cypriots ($\beta = 0.84, p < .001$). The standardized indirect effect of quality of contact on outgroup evaluation through intergroup trust was significant ($\beta = .72, p = .01$, Lower BC = .49, Upper BC = .89) whilst the indirect effect of quantity of contact on outgroup evaluation through trust was not significant ($\beta = .04, p = .73$, Lower BC = -.14, Upper BC = .23). The standardized indirect effects of quality of contact on future contact intentions through intergroup trust was
significant ($\beta = .70, p = .01$, Lower BC = .54, Upper BC = .81) whilst the indirect effect of quantity of contact on future contact intentions through intergroup trust was not significant ($\beta = .04, p = .73$, Lower BC = -.11, Upper BC = .22). The model explained 75% of the variance in outgroup evaluation and 70% of the variance in future contact tendencies. The correlation between contact quality and contact quantity was significant ($r = .57, p < .001$) as was the correlation between outgroup evaluation and future contact intentions ($r = -.36, p < .01$).

It is worth noting that the modification indices suggested the existence of significant direct paths from quality of contact to outgroup evaluation and quantity of contact to future contact intentions. The modified model for Turkish Cypriots showed a somewhat improved fit, ($\chi^2 (161) = 320.01, p < .001; \chi^2 /df = 1.98, CFI = .91; RMSEA = .085$ and SRMR = .076). In this model, Turkish Cypriots who had better quality contact were more likely to trust Greek Cypriots more ($\beta = .71, p < .0001$). Quantity of contact was unrelated to intergroup trust ($\beta = .02$, ns). Moreover, Turkish Cypriots who trusted Greek Cypriots more were more likely to evaluate Greek Cypriots more positively ($\beta = 0.33, p < .001$) and be more ready to engage in contact in the future with Greek Cypriots ($\beta = 0.81, p < .001$). The standardized indirect effect of quality of contact on outgroup evaluation through intergroup trust was not significant ($\beta = .23, p = .072$, Lower BC = -.02, Upper BC = .70) nor was the indirect effect of quantity of contact on outgroup evaluation through intergroup trust ($\beta = .01, p = .98$, Lower BC = -.13, Upper BC = .11). The standardized indirect effects of quality of contact on future contact intentions through intergroup trust was significant ($\beta = .58, p = .01$, Lower BC = .39, Upper BC = .75) whilst the indirect effect of quantity of contact on future contact intentions through intergroup trust was not significant ($\beta = .02, p = 1.00$, Lower BC =-.16, Upper BC = .23). The direct effect from quality of contact on outgroup evaluation was significant ($\beta = .57, p = .02$, Lower BC = .15, Upper BC = .82) as was the direct effect of quantity of contact on future contact intentions ($\beta = .19, p = .04$, Lower BC = .01, Upper BC = .36).
The model explained 71% of the variance in outgroup evaluation and 82% of the variance in future contact intentions. The correlation between contact quality and contact quantity was significant ($r = .56, p < .001$) and the correlation between outgroup evaluation and intergroup trust was non-significant ($r = -0.1$, ns).

**Invariance testing within Northern Ireland and Cyprus**

We also examined the measurement invariance across the two communities in each setting (Northern Ireland and Cyprus) using multiple group analysis.

**Northern Ireland**

In a first step we estimated the combined unconstrained model of Figure 1 as a baseline model for comparisons with more constrained models. Fit indices were very good ($\chi^2 (326) = 454.84, p < .001; \chi^2 /df = 1.39, CFI = .96; \text{RMSEA} = .039$ and $\text{SRMR} = .054$). In a second step we compared the unconstrained model with Model 1 where measurement weights constrained to equality across both Protestants and Catholics. These two models (baseline vs Model 1) were compared to one another using a scaled chi-square difference test (Satorra & Bentler, 1999). The model specifying metric invariance (i.e., where the factor loadings were constrained to equality) across both samples showed good model fit, $\chi^2 (341) = 476.04, p < .001; CFI = .96; \text{RMSEA} = .038$; $\text{SRMR} = .059$, and did not show a significantly worse fit than the baseline model specifying freely estimated parameters. In a second step (Model 2) a measurement intercepts model was also estimated where the intercepts of the observed items were additionally constrained to equality. This model also showed very good fit $\chi^2 (361) = 501.78, p < .001; CFI = .96; \text{RMSEA} = .039$; $\text{SRMR} = .059$. In a final step (Model 3) we additionally constrained to equality the four paths between the latent variables. Model fit was still very good $\chi^2 (365) = 511.96, p < .001; CFI = .96; \text{RMSEA} = .039$; $\text{SRMR} = .065$ but was a significantly worse fit compared to the baseline model, $\Delta \chi^2 (39) = 57.11, p = .031$. However, in the case that
the path from quality of contact to trust was allowed to be freely estimated the comparison of the model fit with the baseline model was no longer significantly different, \( \Delta \chi^2 (38) = 47.86, p = 0.13 \). As suggested by pairwise comparisons of parameters (CR = 2.22), the path for Protestants (\( \beta = .81 \)) was significantly higher compared to the path for Catholics (\( \beta = .56 \)). The achievement of metric invariance allowed for direct comparisons between Protestants and Catholics on all variables of Table 1. Independent samples t-test revealed significant differences only for the quantity of contact and Trust. In particular, the mean of quantity of contact for Protestants (\( M = 3.66, SD = 0.87 \)) was significantly lower compared to the score of Catholics (\( M = 3.93, SD = 0.96 \)), \( t (266) = -2.37, p = 0.02 \). Also, the mean of trust for Protestants (\( M = 3.44, SD = 0.82 \)) was significantly lower compared to the score of Catholics, (\( M = 3.69, SD = 0.65 \)), \( t (266) = -2.72, p = 0.01 \).

Cyprus

In a first step we also estimated the combined unconstrained model of Figure 1 as a baseline model for comparisons with more constrained models. Fit indices were good (\( \chi^2 (343) = 756.54, p <0.001; \chi^2 /df = 2.20, CFI = .94; RMSEA = .055 \) and \( SRMR = .048 \)). In a second step we compared the unconstrained model with Model 1 where measurement weights were constrained to equality across both Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots. These two models (baseline vs Model 1) were compared to one another using a scaled chi-square difference test (Satorra & Bentler, 1999). The model specifying metric invariance (i.e., where the factor loadings were constrained to equality) also had a good fit to the data, \( \chi^2 (341) = 476.04, p < .001; CFI = .94; RMSEA = .054; SRMR = .054 \), but a significantly worse fit to the data compared to the unconstrained model \( \Delta \chi^2 (15) = 27.84, p =.023 \). Similarly, the measurement intercepts model also had a significantly worse fit compared to the unconstrained model \( \Delta \chi^2 (35) = 189.18, p <0.001 \). Given that metric invariance was not achieved and since comparing structural paths in SEM requires at least metric invariance (Byrne, Shavelson, & Muthen, 1989) we thus did not
proceed further with the comparison of structural weights between the two communities in Cyprus. Differences between means of variables on Table 1 between Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots could thus not be reliably estimated.

**Alternative Model**

Although the hypothesized model was found to fit the data well for 3 out of 4 groups (less so for Turkish Cypriots), we tested an alternative to the original causal order. In the alternative model, we allowed for the possibility that intergroup quantity and quality of contact were the more proximal predictors of future contact intentions and outgroup evaluation with intergroup trust being the exogenous variable. This model was found to fit the data well for Protestants ($\chi^2 (162) = 265.09, p < .001; \chi^2 /df = 1.63, CFI = .95; RMSEA = .067$ and SRMR = .06). However, a comparison of the BIC and CAIC indices between the corresponding original model and the alternative for Protestants showed that both indices were lower for the original (BIC = 482.60, CAIC = 528.60) compared to the alternative model (BIC = 503.31, CAIC = 551.31).

The alternative model fit for Catholics was also good, ($\chi^2 (162) = 218.82, p < .05; \chi^2 /df = 1.35, CFI = .96; RMSEA = .053$ and SRMR = .07). Again, however, a comparison of the BIC and CAIC indices between the corresponding original model and the alternative for Catholics again showed that both indices were lower for the original (BIC = 424.64, CAIC = 470.64) compared to the alternative model (BIC = 450.58, CAIC = 498.58).

The alternative model fit for Greek Cypriots was marginal for some fit indices and unacceptable for other since the RMSEA index was higher than 0.80, ($\chi^2 (162) = 484.97, p<0.05; \chi^2 /df = 2.99, CFI = .93; RMSEA = .086$ and SRMR = .07). A comparison of the BIC and CAIC indices between the corresponding original model and the alternative for Greek Cypriots also showed that both indices were lower for the original (BIC = 642.78, CAIC = 688.78) compared to the alternative model (BIC = 753.87, CAIC = 801.87).
The alternative model fit for Turkish Cypriots again showed unacceptable fit, (\(\chi^2 (162) = 367.31, p < .001; \chi^2 / df = 2.26, \text{CFI} = .88; \text{RMSEA} = .097 \text{ and SRMR} = .10\)). A comparison of the BIC and CAIC indices between the corresponding original model and the alternative for Turkish Cypriots again showed that both indices were lower for the original (BIC = 586.31, CAIC = 632.31) compared to the alternative model (BIC = 603.47, CAIC = 651.47). All in all, the testing of alternative models indicated that alternative models showed worse fit compared to the original models.

Finally, we also tested a second alternative model. For example, one could claim that desire for future contact is predicted by outgroup evaluation, thus making outgroup evaluation a second mediator of the relationship between contact and future contact intentions. This model also had significant worse fit according to both BIC and CAIC for all communities except the Turkish Cypriot community where this alternative model did not show worse fit compared to the final model tested in the Turkish Cypriot community. It is worth noting that in all four communities tested with this alternative model trust but not outgroup evaluation was working as a possible mediator of future contact intentions.

**Discussion**

Conflict and segregation are pervasive societal issues and one way to help work towards building peace is through encouraging intergroup contact between the competing groups (Christie, 2006). Doing so under favourable conditions can promote more positive intergroup attitudes and encourage co-operation and trust. Through this research, we aimed to understand how positive contact can build up intergroup trust that will in turn promote more favourable affective and behavioural responses. In doing so, we argue that future contact intentions is a behavioural outcome distinct from attitude change and of particular relevance for segregated contexts. To do so, we examined contact quality, intergroup trust, outgroup evaluation and future contact intentions in two conflict settings characteristic for their high levels of
segregation; amongst Protestants and Catholics in Northern Ireland, and Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots in Cyprus. We hypothesised that intergroup contact quality, more than quantity would be associated with increased intergroup trust and increased future contact intentions and more positive outgroup evaluation. We further hypothesised, based on previous research (Tam et al., 2009) that trust would fully mediate the relationship between contact quality and and future contact intentions and the evidence from three out of four groups (Protestants, Catholics and Greek Cypriots) is indeed supportive of this model.

First, we found that when controlling for quantity of contact high quality contact predicts increased future contact intentions, fully mediated through increased intergroup trust. This was observed in both communities in Northern Ireland and the Greek Cypriot community in Cyprus. This supports the importance of encouraging intergroup contact as a means to build intergroup trust and thus future intergroup interactions in segregated contexts. It also supports previous research in Northern Ireland (Tam et al. 2009) and work which has used imagined contact (Vezzali et al. 2012) to demonstrate the mediating effect of trust on affective and behavioural responses. This finding is important because the mediating role of trust is vital in conflict resolution (Nadler & Liviatan, 2006) and is associated with increased co-operation (Tam et al., 2009) and likelihood to forgive outgroup members (Cehajic et al., 2008). Our findings support the idea that increased trust is an important mechanism of changing behavioural tendencies, and particularly of future contact intentions. This suggests that quality contact is important in enabling an increase in intergroup trust and thereby encouraging future interactions and sustained positive contact which may help to further dismantle the infrastructures of segregation.

We found indirect effects, through intergroup trust, supporting the effects of contact quality above and beyond quantity of contact on outgroup evaluation and future contact
intentions. This is particularly important as it supports that high quality contact is more important in promoting intergroup relations over and above quantity of contact. It also supports previous research on the importance of contact quality over quantity (Binder et al., 2009; Plant & Devine, 2003). Nevertheless, for at least one of our groups (namely Turkish Cypriots) we found that quality of contact retained a direct relationship with outgroup evaluation, suggesting that for this specific group good quality contact might lead to prejudice reduction without necessarily changing their trust levels. Our findings also suggest that for Turkish Cypriots there is reliable direct effect from quantity of contact to future intentions of contact. This may be because the function of contact could differ for minority members. For example, Hagendoorn, Drogendijk, Tumanov and Hraba (1998) argue that status enhancement may be a motivation for contact amongst minority group members. Further, there is evidence to suggest that group status can play an important role in contact experiences such that contact has been found to work less well for minority group members (Tropp & Pettigrew, 2005). In the Cypriot context, Turkish Cypriots represent a numerical (albeit not political) minority. Further, most Turkish Cypriots cross to the south of the island in the Greek Cypriot society out of necessity to work or just for shopping without having the opportunity for more than a superficial contact at the counter of a shopping mall. Such kind of contacts are often of neutral quality that do not necessarily built trust. Despite this, it is still likely that these contact opportunities enhance more positive outgroup evaluation and increase the chances of repeating future visits to the south in the Greek Cypriot community, but without necessarily building trust.

The testing of the first alternative model (selection bias) suggested that they are less plausible than the original ones, but still cannot be clearly rejected given the acceptable fit indices for the Protestants, Catholics and Greek Cypriots with the exception of the second alternative model for Turkish Cypriots that was clearly not acceptable. Given the less
selective nature of crossing from north to south by Turkish Cypriots in Cyprus, the findings make sense. In line with this interpretation is the second alternative model that could not be rejected only in the Turkish Cypriot community which suggests that quality contact can lead to both intergroup trust and positive outgroup evaluation without the latter necessarily leading to future contact intentions. Indeed, given the selection of housing arrangements along communal lines in Northern Ireland and the moral penalisation of crossing to the other community in Cyprus for the Greek Cypriot (but not the Turkish Cypriot community) (Demetriou, 2008) our inability to clearly reject the alternative selection bias hypothesis in these three communities should not come as a surprise.

**Practical Implications**

In addition to demonstrating the value of contact quality over contact quantity, this research is important for understanding and promoting the movement towards peace in both Northern Ireland and Cyprus. In particular, our findings highlight the need for initiatives which support and promote high quality intergroup contact in order to break down the barriers of segregation. This is important because cuts in government funding in Northern Ireland means that targeted intergroup contact interventions (such as cross-community contact schemes) are reducing in number. Therefore, initiatives which aim to develop and promote shared space are increasingly important. This is imperative as Northern Ireland is arguably more segregated now than it was before the signing of the 1998 Peace Agreement (Shirlow & Murtagh, 2006) and therefore, promoting shared space is increasingly important. We also recognise that shared space doesn’t always lead to meaningful interactions (McKeown, Cairns & Stringer, 2012) and as such, initiatives need to go beyond physical co-presence and ensure high quality intergroup contact. For example, interventions should aim to focus on promoting the four key conditions of intergroup contact (equal status, common goals, cooperation, and
authority support) in order to reduce prejudice and better promote community relations. This will also ensure that contact is of higher quality.

In the case of Cyprus, where geographical segregation is still at its maximum, the present findings suggest that the decisions of international funding agencies like UNDP-ACT to assume that after the checkpoints opening in 2003 contacts will find their own way without further need for planned and funded contact schemes was a grave mistake. In Cyprus there is clearly a need to increase both the volume and quality of intergroup contact. Our findings also point to the need to de-politicise crossing over to the “other” side, which is one of the major issues in Cyprus and specifically in the Greek Cypriot community. Due to complete geographical separation and the stigmatization of crossing to the Turkish Cypriot community, by some Greek Cypriot political parties, the intention for future contact is becoming an increasingly important outcome. This is evidenced by the significant number of people, mostly in the Greek Cypriot community, that never crossed to the other side or crossed once or twice to see properties and places of religious worship but never crossed again (Lytra & Psaltis, 2011). Under these circumstances, and given the present findings it is certainly worth investing on educational policies in both communities that aim to maximise the quality of contact between members of the two communities on a massive scale, either through contact schemes between educational institutions, presently lacking, or the establishment of integrated schools.

**Limitations and Future Research Directions**

Whilst our research has produced notable and mostly consistent findings amongst three out of four groups and in two different conflict settings, it is important to acknowledge the limitations of our studies. In particular, we are limited in what we can conclude from our survey data. This is because we are measuring self-reported experiences and behaviour
intentions rather than actual behaviours. This is problematic when trying to understand complex human processes. Our sample was also self-selecting meaning that it is likely that we have not captured the full range of attitudes associated with the wider community in both contexts, especially older people. Ongoing research suggests that in at least two representative sample surveys in the Turkish Cypriot community and a representative study of the only mixed village in Cyprus, Pyla, both quantity and quality of contact retain significant links with intergroup trust (Psaltis, Ioannou & Ioannou, in preparation) when tested as predictors of intergroup trust at the same time. It is possible that for older Turkish Cypriots who have rather negative memories of cohabitation with Greek Cypriots (Psaltis, 2016) repeated contacts, irrespective of their quality proves to them that co-existence is possible today and that they can trust Greek Cypriots again. Moreover, we have focused our study on three key variables (contact, intergroup trust and future contact intentions) which makes it difficult to understand other processes which may moderate or mediate these effects, such as identity strength, identification with superordinate identity and empathy. Despite these limitations we find consistent results over two distinct conflict ridden contexts characteristic for their substantial segregation. This goes beyond the often relied upon laboratory studies using fictitious groups.

Future research should take into consideration the complexities of promoting group relations in conflict settings. Given our finding, that our model worked less well for Turkish Cypriots, it would be useful to further examine how intergroup contact is related to trust and other processes such as superordinate identity and how this differs for majority and minority group members (see Dixon, Cakal, Khan, Osmany & Majumdar, in press). In the context of Northern Ireland, where group status is highly contested, this would be interesting to understand these processes in relation to perceptions of relative group status. From a methods perspective, it would be beneficial in future research to understand how self-report behaviours translate into intergroup interactions and therefore we suggest that a behavioural measure (as
opposed to behavioural intention) would add richness to understanding this complex relationship. Moreover, moving beyond contact measures and focusing on friendships using a social network analysis approach would allow a more detailed analysis of the role of friendship formation in trust and reconciliation processes. Finally, in the two particular contexts studied here it would also be important to further explore as outcome measures the levels of acceptance or rejection of policies that would further enhance desegregation.

**Conclusions**

Our findings show that through an increase in intergroup trust, quality contact (above contact quantity) increases future contact intentions for Protestants and Catholics in Northern Ireland and for Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots in Cyprus. We believe that our findings have important implications for future research on the relationship between intergroup trust and intergroup contact as they point towards the existence of a spiral of contact leading to further support for contact, through the mediating role of trust, in contexts of high segregation where intergroup contact itself is politicised. In such contexts, segregation tends to become self-sustaining by diminishing the opportunities for contact and it is thus important to unearth the mechanisms that could unlock support for and intentions for increased contact.
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